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LEADING A PRAYER MEETING 
 

Praying Together 
Over the years we've learned that one of the most important ways to grow students and fellowships in faith is by 

praying together. Some people have had negative experiences with group prayer; they may think praying together 

is boring or chaotic. But group prayer, done well, can be the heartbeat of your ministry—a dynamic, 

transformative time that students and faculty will want to attend. 

 

The Importance of Group Prayer 
Ministry Without Prayer? 

Ministry without prayer eventually grows weak. It’s tempting to fall into bad ministry habits like relying on strategy 

rather than God’s power, keeping our spiritual lives private, or letting our prayer life become stale. A regular 

prayer meeting keeps prayer a vital part of your ministry. 

 

Elements of a Prayer Meeting 
Understanding Prayer Leadership 

Prayer meetings aren’t a spectator sport! Leading a prayer meeting means hosting and facilitating a conversation 

between people and God, helping them experience God’s goodness and participate in  

his mission. 

 

Three Aspects of Leading Prayer 

Three core elements define any successful meeting: 

• Hosting: Creating a physical space where everyone feels comfortable and welcome, and personally 

inviting them to join. 

• Facilitating: Managing the format, timing, and other logistics, setting clear expectations for the meeting 

so that people can freely participate.  

• Conversation: Aiming to have a shared dialogue with God, one where we open our hearts and listen for 

his voice in return. 

 

Prayer Methods and Common Mistakes 
Getting Started 

The church has developed many ways to pray that will engage students and keep your time together with God 

fresh. Experiment with some of the methods you’ll learn in the course and see what connects with your group. 

 

Prayer meetings are low-key gatherings, so don’t put a lot of pressure on yourself as you plan them. But if you’re 

nervous about designing your first one, here’s a useful guide you can follow for your initial meeting. 

 

 

https://ministryplaybook.thinkific.com/courses/depending-on-the-spirit
https://www.theministryplaybook.com/
https://intervarsity.org/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/thinkific/file_uploads/169743/attachments/2df/030/1a0/Leading_a_Prayer_Meeting.pdf
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Common Mistakes 

A few common mistakes seem to pop up as prayer meetings develop. Pay attention for 

• Unplanned Silences: These can be caused by someone’s long prayer monologues, or by unclear 

expectations for the group. 

• A Meeting’s Length: 30 minutes works best to start; over time, if students begin to want a longer session 

you can extend the time. 

• Getting into a Rut: Doing the same thing each time leads to boring prayer meetings. Take advantage of 

the variety of resources you’ve learned. 

 

 

 

 

Learn More 

 

Related Playbook Courses: 

• Depending on the Spirit 

• Praying for Campus 

 

Visit the Ministry Playbook to learn more about leading, planting, and building Kingdom movements on college 

campuses: https://www.theministryplaybook.com/ 

 

https://ministryplaybook.thinkific.com/courses/depending-on-the-spirit
https://www.theministryplaybook.com/
https://intervarsity.org/
https://www.theministryplaybook.com/courses/depending-on-the-spirit
https://www.theministryplaybook.com/courses/praying-for-my-campus
https://www.theministryplaybook.com/
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